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TRANSFER AND THE SPECTRAL SEQUENCE OF A FIBRATION
BY

CARLOS PRIETO

Abstract. The purpose of this paper is to show that transfers for fibrations behave

well with respect to spectral sequences which are induced by filtrations of the base

space. In particular, for the spectral sequence of a fibration (induced by the skeletal

filtration of the base space), one obtains the expected effect on the £2-terms: We

prove that the transfer in the £2~terms 's determined by the transfer of the fiber

(considered trivially as a fibration over a point). As an application, results of Atiyah

on the if-theory of classifying spaces are transcribed to generalized cohomology

theories.

This paper is a condensed version of Chapters I—III of my doctoral thesis [10],

albeit without the assumption that the fibrations involved have to be orientable. I am

indebted to Professor Albrecht Dold under whose direction I wrote my thesis.

Introduction. Let 9 be a class of commutative triangles of topological spaces and

continuous maps

ED V     -»       E

(<M)
17 \ j,/ IT

B

where V is open in E. This class is to be closed under pullbacks, namely, if (0.1) lies

in 9" and g: B' -» B is continuous, then the induced triangle

E' D V     f-+      E'

IT    \ if IT

B'

obtained by taking pullbacks over g must lie in 9\ We call such a class 9" a r-class.

Let h be a cohomology (homology) theory and 9 a r-class; a transfer on 9 for h

will associate to each triangle (0.1) in 9" a homomorphism

r(f):h(E,EA)-*h(B,A)

(or on the opposite direction if h is a homology theory), called the transfer of (0.1),

where A E B and EA = t~x(A).
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Such a transfer is to have the following properties: (we shall formulate only the

cohomology case; for homology one has corresponding properties)

0.3. Naturality. If g: B' -* B is continuous and A' E B' is such that g(A') C A,

then the diagram

h(E,EA)     £     h(E',E'A.)

(0.4) r(/)± lT(f)

h(B,A)        1     h(B',A')

is commutative, where t(/') is the transfer of (0.2) and g: E' -» £ is the canonical

map.

0.5. Stability. Let (Ap, A'') be the elementary /^-simplex and its boundary. Pulling

back (0.1) over the projection A' X B -* B we get the triangle

AfX£DA'X F-' X/    >  A' X £

(0.6) \^ /

^* A" X B^

which admits a transfer such that the square

hq(E,EA)     £     Ä'+«((A', À') X (£, £J)

(0.7) t(/)J, ¿r(idx/)

hq(B,A)      £      hp+q((Ap,kp)x(B,A))

commutes, where a' denotes the/^-iterated suspension isomorphism.

0.8. Equivalent to 0.5 is the compatibility with the boundary homomorphisms of the

cohomology theory, i.e. r(f)8 = 8r(f).

Besides these general properties of the transfer, one has another which will be of

special interest in what follows.

0.9. If the triangle

k
FD U      ->        F

*

lies in a r-class admitting a transfer for a theory h and for singular cohomology H,

then

t(/0K* = A(/0)- :h(*)^h(*)

where   A(/0) = t(/)(1) E H°(*) = Z,   1 G H°(F)   for   the  transfer   in   singular

cohomology. This number is called the Lefschetz-Hopf index of f0.

0.10. N.B. In many cases A(/0) agrees with the Lefschetz-number of/0 (when it is

defined), see [3, §§2, 3] and/or [6, VII.6.6].
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0.11. As a corollary of 0.9 it follows that if Fis 0-connected, then t(/0) = A(/0)r/*:

h(F) -» h(*), where tj: * -> Fis any map.

Up to here we have talked quite abstractly about the transfer. I shall now mention

some concrete examples.

0.12. If 9" is the class of all finite coverings tt: E -» B (considered as triangles with

V = E and / = id) one has the Atiyah-transfer [2] (direct image) for ^-theory

T(id) =ir,:K(E) -> K(B)

and the transfer first defined by Eckmann [8] in singular theories, say

T(id):H*(E) ^ H*(B).

This was extended to all generalized cohomology theories, since it is induced by a

suitable map of spectra as shown by Roush. See [1] for a detailed discussion.

0.13. For the class 9 of triangles (0.1) such that tt: E -> B is an ENRB with B

metric and / compactly fixed (and all their pullbacks) Dold constructed a transfer in

[7] for all cohomology theories (over B), and

0.14. For the class 9" of triangles (0.1) such that tt: E -» B is a Hurewicz-fibration

with fiber F (homotopy-equivalent to) a finite CW-complex, basis B (homotopy-

equivalent to) a finite dimensional CW-complex and V — E (and the pullbacks of

such triangles), Becker and Gottlieb [3] defined also a transfer, further generalized

by M. Clapp de Prieto [4, 5] to a basis B without any restriction on the dimension.

In all cases one may show that the constructed transfers have all mentioned

properties (and others).

1. The transfer and the spectral sequence of a filtration. From now on we shall say

briefly that a given triangle (0.1) admits a transfer for a theory h if it belongs to a

T-class 9 for which a transfer for h can be defined.

1.1. Let (0.1) admit a transfer and take a filtration of the pair (B, A)

<$>: A = B'x E B° E ■ ■ ■ E B" E B" + x E ■ ■ ■ C B°° = B

and the induced filtration of the pair (E, EA)

&:EA= E~x C E° C • • • C E" C E"+x C ■ • • C E°° = E,

that is, E" = 7T'X(B"), n = -1,0,1,..., oo. Take k < / < m < n and consider

£*     ^     E'     =*     Em     =>     E"

b 4- 4- 4-

Bk     ^     Bl     -»     Bm     =•>     B"

where all squares are pullback diagrams. From the naturality of the transfer, 0.3, we

know that the square

h(E",E')     -*    h(E",Ek)

(1.2) t| |t

h(B",B')     ->     h(B",Bk)

commutes, where the horizontal arrows are induced by the corresponding inclusions

and t denotes the transfers of the corresponding restrictions off.
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The compatibility of t with boundary homomorphisms 0.8 gives us the commuta-

tive square

h(E',Ek)      t     h(Em,E')

(1.3) t| It

h(B',Bk)      -*     h(Bm,Bl)

where 5 denotes the boundary homomorphisms of the triples Ek E E' E Em and

R* E B1 E Bm respectively.

Since all groups mentioned and all horizontal arrows are the ones taken into

account for defining the spectral sequences of the nitrations % and S respectively, it

is straightforward to prove using (1.2) and (1.3) the following

1.4. Theorem. t( / ) induces a transformation of spectral sequences

t: {Er, dr) - {Er, dr)

where {Er, dr) is the spectral sequence induced by the filtration & and {Er, dr) the one

induced by 9¡.

(Cf. [11, 15.56] for the definition of a transformation of spectral sequences.)    D

2. The transfer and the spectral sequence of a fibration.

2.1. To begin, let us recall the theorem of Leray-Serre for general theories.

Suppose tt: E -» B is a (Hurewicz-) fibration and A E B is so that (B, A) is a

0-connected relative CW-complex., Take as % in §1 the skeletal filtration of (B, A)

and as S the induced filtration of ( E, EA ). Let h be a strongly additive cohomology

theory (or just an arbitrary one if (B, A) has only finitely many cells in each

dimension). One has

2.2. Theorem (Leray-Serre). The spectral sequence associated to &, {Er, dr},

converges to h(E, EA) and there is an isomorphism

Epq = Hp(B,A;hq($))

where H* means singular (or cellular) cohomology with coefficients taken in the local

system of coefficients given by hq(ir~x(b)), b E B, as usual (and correspondingly for a

homology theory).

I shall not prove the theorem and just refer the reader to [12, XII.4.9 and 4.9*]. I

will only show what the isomorphism looks like.

2.3. First of all I describe the local system h(^). This is a contravariant functor

h($):Tlx(B) -Ab

from the fundamental groupoid of B to abelian groups, such that

h(f)(b)=h(Fb),    Fh = TT-\b)

and if co: / -» B is a path from b0 to bx then h(^\u) — cö*, where w: Fho -» Fb is

given by ïô(y) = X(y, u)(l) and X(y, co) is a path over co beginning at y and lying

over co (say, given by a lifting function X ).
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2.4. The cellular cocomplex with coefficients in hq(^) associated to the skeletal

filtration <$ of (B, A) has as/?th group

Tp(B,A-M$))=   II   A'(¿W,))

where $  is the set of all characteristic maps of the /7-cells of (B, A) considered as

maps cf.: (Ap, A») - (Bp, Bp~x)ande0 = (1,0,0,.. .,0) 6 4'C Rp+x (cf. [12]).

2.5. Take a characteristic map cf> as before and pull back Ep -> Bp over ct>:

+
7;     _    E»

i I

A"     ->     R''

Since Ap is contractible (to e0), there is a (well-defined, up to vertical homotopy)

trivialization

(i.e. fiber homotopy equivalence such that a^e^,-) = id). The isomorphism k:

EP* = hp+q(Ep, Ep~x) - TP(B, A;hqC§)) is given by the composite

hp+q(Ep, Ep-x)£hp+q(T„, fj "-V^A", A") X F^o)) £h<(F«.9))

in each factor, where 7^ is the restriction of 7^ to the boundary of Ap, Ap, and ap is

the /»-iterated suspension isomorphism.

2.6. In case that E — B and the projection is the identity, then the local coefficient

system hqC%) becomes the global coefficient group hq(*) and k turns out to be very

simple; that is, ic: Epq = hp+q(Bp, BpX) -> T»(B, A; hq(*)) is defined by

hp+q(Bp, Bp-x)^hp+q(Ap, Ap)£hq(*).

This k gives the isomorphism of the Atiyah-Hirzebruch-Whitehead spectral sequence.

2.7. Let now tt: Ë -> B X I be a Hurewicz-fibration with lifting map X. Let z„:

B « B X {v} - B X I be the inclusion (v = 0,1). Call E" E É the restriction (pull-

back) of E over z'„. We shall construct a homotopy equivalence over B, cö: E° -» £'

as follows. Given e G É let we = (we, se) E B X I, whence e E E" if and only if

se = v. For e E E° define the path ue: I ^ B X I by u>e(t) = (we, /)• Now let

ö(e) = K(e,«,)(l)e£l

which is well defined since we = (we,0) = coe(0). One may easily show that this is a

fiber homotopy equivalence.

The following lemma will be of interest in what follows.

2.8. Lemma. Suppose that the triangle

ÉD V     - É

BXI
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admits a transfer for h, where tt is as above, and let A E B. Iff: V -» Ev denotes the

restriction offto B X {v}, then the diagram

h(E°,E°)      t h(Ex,E\)

t(/°)\ /t(/')

h(B,A)

is commutative.

Proof. Let/,: E" -> É be the inclusion. By naturality we obtain

h(E\E«)     I     h(É,ÉAXÍ) Ji     h(Ex,E\)

lr(f°) lr(f) 1T(/')

i * it
h(B,A) *-     h((B,A)Xl)      -»     h(B, A).

Whence t(/0)/* = t(/')/,* since i*('o)~1 = 1- We now construct a map k: É -» Ex

such that (i) kjx - id£i and (ii) kj0 = cö, thus proving the lemma: For e G E let

¿)e(t) = (ire, (1 — se)t + se). One may easily check that

*i» = K(e,ö.)(l)

is well defined and satisfies (i) and (ii).    D

We apply this lemma to obtain the following

2.9. Proposition. Let (0.1) admit a transfer and be such that tt is a fibration. Then

the transfer defines a transformation of coefficient systems

r:h(<$) -*A(.)

such that for each b E B,rb = T(fb): h(Fb) -» h(*) for the pullback diagram

A
^ - ii,

ouer * -» {ft} =* R.

Proof. Let co: / — R be a path from /30 to 6,. If w: £ -» / is the pullback of £ over

co we fall in the case described above and the cö: Fb -» Fb defined in 2.3 agrees with

the co: E° -» Ex defined in 2.7. Hence the lemma states that the diagram

/     \     T(/i»)

h(FbJ        -       h(*)

¡3*1 II

*(F6l)        -       A(.)

commutes, thus proving the naturality of t.    D

We need also the following corollary of 2.8.
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2.10. Proposition. In the situation (0.1) let tt: E^B be a fibration with B

contractible and take a trivialization a: B X F -» E. Then the triangle

h(E,EA) £ h((B,A)XF)

T(/)\ ^T(idX/0)

h(B,A)

commutes, where f0 is the restriction off to the point b0 E B to which B contracts.

Proof. Let H: B X I -> B be a contraction such that H(b,0) = b0, H(b, 1) = b.

Take the induced triangle

ÉD V -> É

7t\ ¡/ ñ

BXI

by pulling back (0.1) over H. From Lemma 2.8 we know that

(1) T(f0)ü* = r(fx)

holds. We have that E° is the pullback of E over the map B -» {b0} =* B, whence

E° = BX F(F= TT~x(b0)) and f°: B X (F n V) -» B X F is such that f°(b, e) =

(b, /(e)), i.e. /° = id X f0. (f0=f\ F.) On the other hand Ex is the pullback of E
over the identity, thus Ex = E and fx — f. Under these identifications cö becomes a

trivialization which is vertically homotopic to a, whence (1) becomes

T(idX/0)a* = T(/)

as desired.    D

2.11. Theorem. 77ie diagram

hp+q(Ep,Ep~x)     -     Tp(B,A;hq(9))

t(/)¿ IT"(B,A;t)

hp+q(B»,B»-x)      i     Tp(B,A;hq(*))

is commutative.

Proof. It is enough to check the commutativity of the diagram

hp+q(Ep,E»-x)   £   hp+q{T^,tS^hp+q((Ap,Ap)XF^eo))    °Z    hq(F^eo))

r(f)i I r(f')   Vnn        II yr(idXfMeo)) III       1t(/„,o))

hp+q(Bp,Bp'x) _*!_» hp+x(Ap,Ap)-—->    hq(*)

which can be performed by doing it separately for the subdiagrams I, II and III. I

commutes by the naturality, 0.3, of r(f), III commutes by the stability, 0.5, of

t( fag ))■ The commutativity of II follows from 2.10.    D
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We obtain our main theorem now immediately as a corollary of 2.11 :

2.12. Theorem. Consider the triangle (0.1) such that tt: E ^ B is a fibration over a

relative CW-complex (B, A), and a strongly additive cohomology theory h for which it

admits a transfer. Then this transfer induces a transformation from the spectral

sequence of the fibration to the A tiyah-Hirzebruch- Whitehead spectral sequence of B

r(f):{Er,dr}^{Er,dr)

converging to r(f): h(E, EA) -» h(B, A) in such a way that for the E2-terms, the

diagram

Epq ~Hp(B,A;hq((S))

t(/)J, IFF"(B,A;t)

Epq = Hp(B,A;hq(*))

commutes, where rh = r(fb): hq(Fb) -* hq(*) is the transfer of the restriction to each

fiber.    D

N.B. For a cohomology theory which sends weak homotopy equivalences to

isomorphisms, there is, of course, no need to restrict ourselves to relative CW-

complexes: the theorem holds for any pair (B, A) by giving a CW-approximation of

it as usual.

2.13. There is a homology version of all this, which can be obtained in the same

way. I omit the details.

3. Applications. We apply 2.12 to vary some results in [2].

3.1. Suppose that B is a CW-complex and recall that

F" = Ker(h(E) -» h(En~x)),

F" = Ker(h(B) - h(Bn~])),

by definition. Define the associated graded groups of the filtered groups h(E) and

h(B)by

Qh(E) = © F"/F"+] = ©££
n n

and

§h(B) = ®F"/Fn+X = ©££.
n n

3.2. Theorem (cf. [2, 2.11]). Take a fibration tt: E ^ B and a map f: V -^ E (V

open in E) over B such that it has a transfer. Then A = A(/0) (f0 = f\F O V,

F — iT~x(b0)) annihilates the kernel of

TT*:§h(B) -^Sh(E).

If p is a prime number not dividing A, H"(B) is finitely generated for all n (e.g. if the

n-skeleton B" is finite for all n) and h(*) is a finitely generated group, then the

p-primary component of §h(B) is a direct summand of Qh(E). Moreover, if the

filtration of h(B) is finite (e.g. if B is finite), then the p-primary component ofh(B) is

a direct summand of h(E).
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Proof. The composite

T(f)7T*:§h(B)^@h(B)

is multiplication by A, since this is the case in the £2-terms and whence also in the

Zs^-terms. Thus the first part of the theorem.

Let now Tp(n) be the /»-primary component of E^ which is a direct summand by

the theorem of primary decomposition, since E£ is finitely generated as one may

prove by using the spectral sequence E" and the assumptions on H*(B) and h(*).

The diagram

A i

Tp(n) t Tp(n)

commutes; the lower arrow is mono, since/? does not divide A, in consequence it is

also epi (Tp(n) is finite). This proves the second part. The third is now an easy

consequence of the second part.    D

3.3. Corollary (cf. [2, 4.8]). Let G be a finite group and BG its classifying space.

Then the order of G, o(G), annihilates §h(BG). (§h(BG) is constructed from the

filtration F" = Ker(h(BG) - h(Bn~x)), with B"~x the (n - l)-skeleton of BG; F° =

h(BG).)

Proof. Take the triangle

id
EG       ->        EG

BG

where w: EG -* BG is the classifying bundle of G. It does admit a transfer, and since

h(EG) = h(*) it follows that Ker(§h(BG) -> §h(EG)) = êh(BG). Apply the first

part of 3.2.    D

3.4. Corollary (cf. [2, 4.9]). Suppose that h(*) is a finitely generated group. If G is

a finite group, then the p-primary component of §h(BG) is a direct summand of

§h(BH) for each p-Sylow subgroup H of G.

Proof. The triangle

id
BH     ->      BH

\        S

BG

has F = G/H as fiber, and under our hypotheses Xf= [G- H]is not divisible by p;

whence the result follows from the second part of 3.5.    D

3.5. N.B. Under the same hypotheses of 3.4, it follows from the third part of 3.2 that

the p-primary component of h(B"G) is a direct summand of h(B"H), where B"G and

B"H are the corresponding n-skeleta.    D
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